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Abstract

In the future we may well see ubiquitous computing devices with neither disks nor conventional displays; and, for such devices, minimizing the powerconsumption of the CPU will be particularly critical.
Methods for saving CPU power have been suggested by
[2, 4, 91. They point out that some CPUs can run at a
range of possible speeds: and voltage may then be decreased as speed decreases. From [9] we inherit the assumption that, over an idealized device’s voltage range
II&in, V,,], voltage may be decreased in direct proportion to speed: this is a valid first-order approximation
[l]. Now, a CPU, regarded as a capacitor-baaed system,
satisfies the physical law

To take advantage of the full potential of ubiquitous
computing, we will need systems which minimize powerconsumption. Weiser et al. and others have suggested
that this may be accomplished by a CPU which dynamically changes speed and voltage, thereby saving energy
by spreading run cycles into idle time. Here we continue
this research, using a simulation to compare a number of
policies for dynamic speed-setting. Our work clarifies a
fundamental power vs. delay tradeoff, as well as the role
of prediction and of smoothing in dynamic speed-setting
policies. We conclude that success seemingly depends
more on simple smoothing algorithms than on sophisticated prediction techniques, but defer to the replication
of these results on future variable-speed systems.
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And so it is possible to save on overall energy-usage
by reducing voltage. In particular, if voltage may be
reduced in direct proportion to speed, then

Recent developments in ubiquitous computing make
it likely that the future will see a proliferation of cordless computing devices. Clearly it will be advantageous
for such devices to minimize power-consumption. The
top power-consumers in a computer system are the dis.play (68%), the disk (20%), and the CPU (12%) [6].
There is seemingly little which can be done to minimize screen power-consumption, beyond employing a
screen-saver and waiting for hardware improvements.
Disk power-consumption may be minimized by spinning
down the disk when it has been inactive for several seconds; [3, 6, 71 have researched this topic.
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Hence it would be advantageous to have a CPU capable of dynamic speed-setting. Such a CPU could well
decrease power-usage without inconvenience to the user.
For example, a CPU might normally respond to a user’s
command by running at full speed for 0.001 seconds,
then waiting idle; running at one-tenth speed, the CPU
could complete the same task in 0.01 seconds, thereby
saving energy without generating noticeable delay.
Essential performance factors of a dynamic speedsetting policy are power-savings
and delay. To save
power, a CPU would ideally run at a flat, average speed.
But this would result in unacceptable delay; hence a
tradeoff between the two factors must be accomplished.
The question of how to measure delay is found to be
non-trivial, as is the question of how much delay is acceptable. Ideally, we would know the maximum allowable delay for each process; but in existing systems such
information is not generally available.
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In seeking to strike an optimal balance between low
power-consumption and low delay, an algorithm must
consider issues of prediction
and smoothing.
Due
to pragmatic limits on the frequency with which CPU
speed can be changed, a speed-setting policy must first
predict how busy the CPU will be in the near future.
Then, given this prediction, the policy must make a
decision aimed at smoothing speed. For example, if a
peak in CPU usage is predicted, the policy might increase speed, but it might also keep speed low, thereby
evening out speed at the cost of increasing delay.
The distinction between prediction and smoothing is
somewhat subjective. For instance, a speed-setting algorithm wlhich strongly attempts to set a flat, average
speed may be thought of in terms of prediction (it always predicts that the future will be like the average)
or in terms of smoothing (it smoothes to the greatest
extent possible). Nevertheless, we will attempt to separate the two functions to some extent, trying to understand the utility (or lack thereof) of several algorithms
for prediction and for smoothing.
Weiser #etal. [9] present only one practical speedsetting policy, PAST. PAST’s prediction algorithm is
elementary, and its smoothing somewhat ad hoc. Hypothesizing that more sophisticated prediction methods
will allow :for substantially improved performance, we
here set out to test several new policies.
In Sectilon 2, we review the simulation model employed by ‘Weiser et al. In Section 3, we indicate how
we have altered this model. In Section 4, we present a
number of speed-setting policies. In Section 5, we analyze the performance of these policies. Finally, in Section 6, we present our conclusions and suggest avenues
for future research.

2

Previous

Trace data is first divided into uniform-length time
For each interval, one computes the ~UILthe fraction (on range [O,11)of cycles in which
the CPU is ,active. Figures 1 and 2 give examples of
such data for interval-lengths
0.01 seconds and 0.05
seconds. Not surprisingly, the run-percent values iare
more bursty for the smaller intervallength.
It is assumed that, for a given interval, speed may be
set to any real number on range [minLspeed, 11, wh,ere
1 represents full speed. Weiser et al. compile data for
minspeeds 0.2, 0.44, and 0.66 (corresponding to idealized CPUs with full voltage 5.0 V and minimum voltages
1.0 V, 2.2 V, and 3.3 V). It is also assumed that speed
changes have no time or energy cost.
Moreover, it is assumed that no energy is expended
during intervals in which no work is done; i.e., the ability
to dynamically switch the CPU on/off is implicit. Such
a capability is indeed technically feasible: for example,
the Intel Pentium Processor can, in < 50 psec, enter a
low-current sleep state in which power-usage drops 85%
[5, Section 5.31. In the energy-usage graphs of Weiser et
al. and in our own, the maximum energy level (energy
usage = 1) already reflects savings due to a zero-power
sleep state. The extent of this initial saving is not here
studied, but may well be substantial.
Each Weiser et al. simulation runs a policy on trace
data ten times, using intervallengths 0.001,0.005,0.01,
0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 seconds. When,
during each run, speed is not fast enough to complete
an interval’s work, excess-cycles spill over into later
intervals. To summarize the simulation results, energyusage is plotted as a function of interval-length. The
simulator also computes delay-penalty,
a somewhat
subjective measure of total delay determined by reference to all values of excess-cycles.
If an optional flag is set, the simulator attempts to divide idle time into softidle,
into which run-cycles may
allowably be stretched, and hardidle,
which must be
left intact. For example, it is valid to stretch run-cycles
into time spent waiting for the user’s next command
(softidle), but not valid to stretch a process into time
during which it must wait after requesting data from
disk (hardidle).
The Weiser et al. policies may change CPU speed
only at the start of those intervals containing a processstart or process-stop event. Thus speed may not be
recomputed for intervals in the midst of long runs or
long idles.
The simulator cannot model event reordering due to
speed changes, and cannot identify situations in which
delays could be invidiously additive. This seemsan inherent difficulty of simulating on limited trace data.
intervals.
percent:

work

From Weiser et al. [9] we inherit a simulator, and
with it a number of assumptions.
Only the CPU’s energy-usage is studied; there is no
consideration of the energy costs which CPU-slowing
could generate elsewhere in the system. Indeed, due to
the radically different time-frames involved, it is reasonable to focus on the CPU alone. For example, CPUslowing could stretch a 0.001 second task to 0.01 seconds, whereas disk spindown might typically take place
after 2-300 seconds of disk idle [6]; hence we may well
expect that the former will have no substantial effect on
the latter. In order to support this argument, our policies will ex:plicitly limit delay to a brief interval-length.
The simulator takes as input traces of CPU-usage
for a workstation running standard applications. No
attempt is made to capture the unique workload (if any)
of a ubiquitous computing device.
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Si:mulation

model

lay-penalty into a meaningful composite number,. we
substituted our own measure of dela,y, which is illustrated in Figure 3. For a given CPU task, imagine plotting the amount of work that remains to be done as a
function of time. The lower line in Figure 3 corresponds
to the CPU running at full speed; the upper line illustrates the same task being run slowly and intermittently
on a variablespeed CPU. We take the area between the
two lines as a measure of the task’s delay; we then di.vide
the sum of all the “delay areas” in the trace by the sum
of all the “full speed areas” to derive a figure for average
delay. This measure, while still arbitrary, has somlesophistication: it fairly represents delay both within and
between intervals, it is not unduly sensitive to arbitrary
time-slicing of tasks into smaller tasks, and it cons:iders
a task which has nearly been completed before a de
lay (and so may already have generated child prooesses
or critical portions of output) as having a lower delay
figure that a task delayed at its start.

We employ the same traces used by Weiser et al. Our
simulator is based on theirs, but has been changed in
several respects.
l All of our simulations are for minspeed = 0.2.
l To speed up the simulation, we did not employ the
0.001 seoondlintervallength.
l An error was corrected: due to a programming bug,
the Weiser et al. simulator was overly optimistic about
the amount of work which could be completed in certain
intervals.’
l The Weiser et al. option of dividing idle time into
hardidle and softidle seemed degenerate, often failing
to identify any significant amount of softidle. Most of
our simulations are therefore run without the hard/soft
option. However, we later confirm that runs with the
hard/soft option yield similar results.
l We recompute speed at the beginning of each interval, even if the interval is in the midst of a long run or
idle. This policy could be regarded as less efficient than
that employed by Weiser et al., as its implementation
would require additional interrupts. On the other hand,
we feel the Weiser et al. model to be unrealistic: for it
gives its speed-setting policy premature knowledge that
a long rtm has begun. Moreover, we wished to create
and analyze policies in a way more suited to a uniform,
per-interval speed-setting.2
l Rather than plotting our results as power vs. intervallength, we plot power vs. a delay measure. Thus
we attempt to focus more clearly on the power vs. delay
tradeoff, regarding intervallength as a merely internal
parameter.
In theory the two plotting methods are related, as the
Weiser elt al. PAST policy attempts to limit delay to an
interval-length. However, as excess-cycles are allowed
to spill over into future cycles, true delay is actually an
unclear function of intervallength and delay-penalty.
The importance of delay-penalty is clearly indicated by
the fact that Weiser et al.‘s FUTURE, an artificial policy which has perfect knowledge of the coming interval,
nevertheless uses more energy than PAST because it is
not allowed to transfer excess-cyclesbetween intervals.
Instead of trying to combine intervallength and de-

4

Speed-setting

4.1

policies

PAST

PAST is the only practical speed-setting policy proposed by Weiser et al. We employ it for purposes of
comparison.3
l

PAST:
PAST calculates how busy the
last completed interval was (including excess-cycles brought into that interval).
It
then predicts that the coming interval will be
erpmlly busy.
- Speed-setting:
If the prediction is for a
busy interval, PAST increases speed; if for a
mostly idle interval, PAST decreases speed.
Some smoothing is accomplished by lim.iting
the amount by which speed can change (except that speed may be increased to 1 if excess-cyclesrises particularly high).4

- Prediction:

Since PAST attempts to complete work within the
interval after that which generated it, it is not surprising that delay rises and power-usage falls as interval-length increases. Weiser et al. identify the range of
intervallengths from 0.01 secondsto 0.05 secondsas one
in which delay and energy-savings both seem acceptable. For a simple algorithm, PAST does surprisingly
well.

‘This bug may be observed in the “Speed Setting Algorithm”
of [9, Section 61. In the second assignment statement,
excess-cycles from the previous interval are added into run-cycles. In
the fourth assignment statement, the time available to do work
in the current, interval is then given as (run-cycles + softidle);
and the adjusted rather than raw value of run-cycles is mistakenly used here. Hence results may be substantially
over-optimistic
when excess-cycles is high.
2We also use this revised simulation
method when running
Weiser et 111.‘~policy PAST for purposes of comparison. We intend
this as a rneasure friendly to PAST, as its performance improves
due to this modification
(as measured by the revised delay metric
described below).

31t should be noted, however, that PAST is evidently only
intended as a reasonable first-version
policy. Moreover, our correction of a simulator bug, as noted in Section 3, has aifected the
performance of the policy in ways to which Weiser et al. did not
have the opportunity
to respond.
4Refer to [9] for full details.
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Figure 3: Graph of run-cycles not yet completed as a function of time, for a hypothetical process that normally takes
10 seconds to execute. The bottom line is for process execution at full speed; the top line, for process execution at
a slower, intermittent speed.
number on range [O, 11.

Nevertheless, we felt that there was room for improvement here. We disagree with PAST’s prediction
algorithm: in a bursty trace such as that illustrated in
Figure 1, the assumption that adjacent intervals will
be similar is in fact almost certainly wrong. Moreover,
PAST considers only the excess-cycles that went into
the last completed interval, ignoring the seemingly more
valuable figure of excess-cycles being pushed out from
that interval into the coming interval. Since it looks
back only one interval, PAST smoothes speed poorly;
and the attempt to patch this problem with an arbitrary
limit on speed-changeseemsad hoc-and dangerous, in
that a process can be delayed several intervals while the
system slowly banks up speed. The behavior of PAST
can be strange: given uniform input data, it can thrash
speed without coming to a limit; and, due to mistaken
speed-setting decisions, it saveslittle more energy when
minspeed is 0.2 than when it is 0.44. Finally, we feel
that the role of intervallength is confused, as it influences the outcome of the simulation in three different
ways, determining (1) the frequency with which speed
can be changed, (2) the acceptable amount of delay, and
(3) how far back PAST looks when making its predictions. We would wish to seea clearer separation of these
distinct functionalities.
In short, we felt that it should be possible to create stronger policies with more sophisticated prediction
heuristics.

4.2

l

FLAT (con&):
- Prediction:

Predict the new run-percent to

be (con&).
- Speed-setting:

Set speed fast enough to
complete the predicted new work plus the excess-cycles being pushed into the coming interval (subject, of course, to the limit of full
speed = 1).

While FLAT wants to keep run-percents as flat as
possible, it also responds effectively to excess-cycles. Indeed, speed is always set fast enough to complete at
least the excess-cycles,so no work may be delayed more
than one interval. The same speed-setting rule will be
employed in most of our policies.

4.3

LONG-SHORT

LONGSHORT is a more predictive policy, one which
attempts to find a golden mean between local behavior
and a more long-term average. Parameter (con&) is a
non-negative real number which, as it is increased, gives
more weight to local behavior. We hoped to discover an
optimal value of (const) at which LONGSHORT would
predict accurately by giving the best possible weight
to local behavior. This may alternatively be thought
of in terms of smoothing: LONGSHORT attempts to
smooth to a global average, but shows some respect for
local peaks.

FLAT

Our first policy is FLAT. Weak on prediction, it simply tries to smooth speed to a global average. FLAT
takes an input parameter (censt), which must be a real
17

l

this we regard as a step toward reducing the confused
multiple effects of intervallength.
We hoped that AGEDAVERAGES, like LONG-SHORT, would work best for a particular value of
(const)
at which it would optimally balance the longterm and the short-term past.

LONGSHORT (con&):
Look up the last 12 run-percents
(and, for this policy, we include in each
run.percent the excess-cycles pushed into the
interval). The 3 most recent run-percents constitute the short-term past; the remaining 9,
the long-term past. Our prediction for the
coming run-percent is then a weighted sum of
t.hese 12 values, where each short-term value
is given weight (co&), each long-term value
weight 1.

- IPrediction:

4.5

We now experiment with more sophisticated prediction algorithms. The CYCLE policy was inspired by
run-percent plots such as Figure 2. Observe that these
run-percent values look quite cyclical. Can we take advantage of such cycling to predict?

Set speed fast enough to
com.plete the predicted work.

- Speed-setting:

l

For example, if (co&) = 4 and the last 12 run-percents, including excess-cycles, are 0 + .3 + .5 + 1
+ 1 + 1 -+ .8 + .5 + .3 + .l + 0 + 0, then we would
set speed to
0+.:3+.5+1+1+1+.8+.5+.3+4(.1+0+0~
-9+4(3)

= o 276
.
.

To be more exact, we evaluate potential cycles by
computing an error-measure equal to the mean average of the differences between all pairs of run-percents
which should match. For example, say that the last
eight run-percents are 0 + .4 + .8 + .l + .3 --) .5
+ .7 * 0. Then an alleged cycle of length 4 would
correspond to the following matchup:

AGED-AVERAGES

AGEDAVERAGES

(const):

Examine the last 16 runpercents. Does there exist X E {1,2,. . . ,8} such
that the last 2X values approximately repeat a
cycle of length X? If so, predict by extend.ing
this cycle. Or, if no good cycle is found, predict the new run-percent to be a flat (comt).
- Speed-setting:
Set speed fast enough to
complete the predicted new work plus excess-cycles.

A cleaner variant of LONGSHORT, AGEDAVERAGES employs an exponential-smoothing method, attempting to predict via a weighted average: one which
geometrically reduces the weight given to each previous
interval as we go back in time. Parameter (COT&), a real
number on range (0, 11,determines the rate of geometric
reduction.
l

CYCLE

- Prediction:

Note th.at LONG-SHORT, an early policy, is less elegant than FLAT and more like PAST, particularly in
that the speed it sets is affected by excess-cycles only
indirectly.

4.4

CYCLE

0 .4 .8 .l
.3 .5 .7 0
and our error-measure for this matchup would be

(con&):

IO1 .31+ 1.4- .51+ 1.8- .71+ I.1 -J
4

The predicted new run-percent
is a weighted average of all previous run-percents, where the weight given to an interval’s data is multiplied by a factor (const) for
each 0.01 seconds that we go back in time.
- Speed-setting:
Set speed fast enough to
complete the predicted new work plus excess-cycles.

- Prediction:

= o I5
. .

We then predict according to the cycle with the lowest
error-measure (if our example length-4 cycle was found
to be best, our predicted new run-percent would be .3);
or, if every potential cycle has error-measure > 0.2, we
predict run-percent to be (const).
Observe that CYCLE behaves like FLAT exc:ept
when it prefers to make a “smarter” guess by reference
to a discovered cycle.

For example, if intervallength is 0.01 seconds,
is 3, and the previous run-percents are Pt, Pt-1,
pt-2,.’
* I then the predicted new run-percent would be
(const)

4.6

PATTERN

CYCLE is generalized in PATTERN, which employs
a method reminiscent of branch prediction tables. Here
we attempt to identify the most recent run-percent values as repeating a pattern seen earlier in the trace.

+ - pr + g * P&l + $ . Pt-2 + * *. .
Note that (const) is defined in such a manner that aging will be essentially independent of intervallength;
18

Let an interval of type A be one in which run-percent
is between 0 and 0.25; type B, between 0.25 and 0.5;
type C, between 0.5 and 0.75; type D, between 0.75 and
1. Then if, for example, the most recent run-percents
are 0 --, .13 + .28 + .33 -+ .52 --) .79, this would
correspond to pattern AABBCD. If, looking back in
time, we find that the last occurrence of AABBCD was
followed by a fall back to A, we might guess that the
same is about to happen now (and so would predict
run-percent = 0.125-the middle of the A range).
Parameter (con&) is a positive integer determining
the pattern-length which PATTERN will employ.
l

Set speed fast enough to
complete the expected new work plus a (conat)
fraction of excess-cycles.

- Speed-setting:

Observe that we have modified our usual speedsetting policy of always trying to complete the expected
new work plus all excess-cycles; this policy was logical
but perhaps too cautious. Parameter (con&) may now
be varied from 1, indicating that we employ our usual
speed-setting policy, to 0, indicating that we ignore the
excess-cyclesentirely.

5

PATTERN (con&):

of our policies

Convert the (const) most recent
run-percents into a pattern in alphabet {A, B,
C, D}. Then continue backward in time until
you find find another occurrence of this pattern. Predict that the coming run-percent will
have the same magnitude-letter as that which
followed the previous instance of the pattern.
Predict run-percent to fall in the middle of
that letter’s associated range (A =S 0.125,
B =s 0.375, C =+ 0.625, D +- 0.875).

In Section 5.1, we test each of our policies in turn,
comparing them to PAST and finding the optimal value
for each policy’s (const) parameter. Runs are on trace
emacsl, a relatively short trace of typing into an emacs
buffer. In Section 5.2, we then evaluate the relative
merits of our policies, and double-check with runs on a
substantially different trace.

Set speed fast enough to
complete the predicted new work plus excess-cycles.

Figure 4 graphs the performance of FLAT running
with several possible values of its (con&) parameter;
PAST is also provided for comparison. Observe that, for
each policy, results are presented for a selection of nine
intervallengths; these generally form a curve, slanting toward more delay and less energy-usage as intervallength increases. The optimal algorithm that works
within a given delay limit is found by starting on the
x-axis at the desired delay figure and moving vertically
until one reaches the lowest curve. Thus policies whose
results curve closer to the origin are superior, while sets
of data points which seem “shifted” along a single curve
represent different ranges of possible energy-usage and
delay but a similar energy vs. delay tradeoff.
We observe from Figure 4 that FLAT achieves optimality when (const) rz 0.4. We also note that FLAT
is superior to PAST for all possible values of (con~t).~
Indeed, we will find this to be essentially true for all of
our policies.
Figure 5 graphs the performance of LONG-SHORT.
In comparison to FLAT, this policy is shifted toward
lower energy-usage and higher delay, possibly because
its speed-setting is less responsive to excess-cycles. Results improve as (const) increases, leveling out around
(const) = 3 to 5. This seemingly indicates that prediction based on the short-term past is particularly advantageous.

- Prediction:

5.1

- Speed-setting:

This model of pattern-discovery is evidently partial and arbitrary. Nevertheless, we hoped that, when
(const) was set optimally, repeated patterns-e.g.,
peaks of a certain common width-would be picked out
to good effect.

4.7

Performance

PEAK

PEAK is a more specialized version of PATTERN.
It uses heuristics based on the expectation of narrow
peaks, such as those which occur frequently in Figure
1. Hence we expect rising run-percents to fall symmetrically back down, falling run-percents to continue falling,
a sustained run-percent = 1 to fall but a sustained 0 to
hold steady.
. PEAK

(COWt):

Let Pi-r, Pt be the two most
recent run-percents, and let Pt+r be our prediction for the coming run-percent.

- Prediction:

* If Pt > Pt-1, then Pt+r := max{P+l,O.l}.
* If Pt < Pi-1, then Pt+l := min{Pt, 0.1).
* If Pt = Pi--l, then, if Pt = 1, Pt+l := d.4;
otherwise, Pt+l := Pt.

Runs of each policy

sThis is not an artifact of our new delay measure. If one uses
Weiser et ok’s delay-penalty
instead, the difference is only more
pronounced.
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into softidle. Also note that delay factors are unusually small for this trace, apparently because a long block
of full-run intervals, which our policies handle nearoptimally, dominates the delay measure.
In spite of these substantial differences, comparative results for the various policies are similar to those
on emacs1. The main difference is that PEAK 0.2
has edged ahead of FLAT 0.4 and LONGSHORT 3
to become the optimal algorithm in the medium-delay
range. It is notable that PEAK, having been designed
to work well with thin peaks, proves particularly effective for small intervallengths, at which such bursty
peaks are common. Figure 12 illustrates the sup+
rior behavior of PEAK 0.2 relative to PAST by tracking the speeds they respectively set on a stretch of
kestrel.marl.
These speeds are graphed along with
the effective run-percent-that is, run-cycles divided by
(run-cycles + softidle). Note the comparative smoothness and the greater correspondence to run-percent of
the PEAK speeds.

Figure 6 graphs the performance of AGEDAVERAGES. We consider this result a disappointment because, rather than indicating an optimal value for
(const), performance merely improves as (const) increases. Thus AGEDAVERAGES works best when
(const) = 1, in which case it simply predicts by calculating the unweighted average of all run-percents so
far. Thus, it seems that the best one can do here is
to predict via a global average, in which case AGED-AVERAGES is little different from FLAT.
Figure 7 graphs the performance of CYCLE. Results
seem lackluster; (co&) % 0.5 is optimal.
Figure 8 graphs the performance of PATTERN. The
results here are particularly disappointing: there is
no significant change as (const) varies, suggesting the
meaningful patterns are not being found.
Figure 9 graphs the performance of PEAK. Results
seem strong, with PEAK achieving optimality when
(const) w 0.2. Note, however, that PEAK performs
little better when (censt) = 0.2 than when (con&) =
1: there is-not surprisingly-a shift toward greater
delay and less energy-usage, but the energy vs. delay
tradeoff is not improved. This indicates that our experiment of being lazier about the completion of excess-cycleshas had little effect. Thus, if PEAK proves
to be a strong policy, we should attribute this to the
prediction algorithm rather than to our experiment in
speed-smoothing.

5.2

Comparing

6

Conclusions
and directions
future research

for

We found that several of our predictive algorithms
performed poorly; only PEAK exhibited strong performance. We might then conclude that simple algorithms
based on rational smoothing rather than “smart” predieting may be most effective.
Nevertheless, further possibilities for prediction remain to be tried. A policy might sort past information by process-type; it could then use its knowledge of
the expected run-times of various types of processesto
better predict the system’s near-future computational
needs. Moreover, each application could provide the
system with useful information-stating
how much it
expects. to load the system in the near future and how
long a delay of a given process it would regard as acceptable. Indeed, communication of straightforward deadlines to the system (a keystroke must be processed in
0.01 seconds, and so on) would be an obvious compo
nent of an optimal speed-setting policy.
Testing out such theories, however, would quickly go
beyond the limits of a simulation. How soon, then, may
we employ actual variable-speed systems?
CPUs already exist which are certified to operate over
a range of possible voltages. The ARM Processor may
operate at 2.5-3.6 V; while “a Motorola CMOS 6805
microcontroller (cloned by SGS-Thomson) is rated at 6
Mhz at 5.0 Volts, 4.5 Mhz at 3.3 Volts, and 3 Mhz at 2.2
Volts. This is a close to linear relationship between voltage and clock rate” [9]. Thus there is seemingly no technical objection to designing a variable-voltage system,
provided that the input reference voltage to the proces-

the policies

Figure 10 summarizes the performance of the best
policies from Figures 4-9. Surprisingly, the simplest
policy, FLAT 0.4, is optimal for delay values 5 8, while
LONGSHORT 3, which is scarcely more complex, is
optimal for the higher delay values. Of our more sophisticated predicting algorithms, PEAK 0.2 does best,
coming close to equaling FLAT and LONGSHORT
in the medium-delay range. AGEDAVERAGES, CYCLE, and PATTERN are all disappointing. It is particularly telling that CYCLE is consistently worse than
FLAT. For CYCLE imitates FLAT except when it is
“trying to be clever”; and so this result would suggest
that when CYCLE tries to be clever, the result is generally for the worse.
To assure that the above results are not specific to
trace emacsl, we have duplicated the runs in Figure
10 on a quite different trace, kestrel.marl;
nearly
ten hours long, this trace is on a workload including
“software development, documentation, e-mail, simulation, and other typical activities of engineering workstations” [9]. The results are graphed in Figure 11.
Since the trace-data identified much of the idle time
in kestrel.marl
as soft, we were able to do these runs
using the simulator option of stretching run-cycles only
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sor’s voltage regulator may be a digital word writable
by the processor.
The main time-cost would be for the converter to
ramp the supply voltage and for the processor’s phaselocked loop, if present, to change clock frequency. Thus
ramping-time is determined by the timeconstants of the
converter and the phase-locked loop, and so would be on
the order of tens of psec [9, 51. This time-scale seems
well suited to our policies, which allow 2 5000 psec
between speed changes. Moreover, the CPU should be
able to continue working during a voltage ramp; and
ramping should not have any substantial power-cost.
Our results defer, then, to hopefully imminent studies
of actual systems.
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